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We repor t  a. zero field p S R  s tudy of single crystals  of  the RENi~ ferroma.gnets 
where R E = G d ,  Er, Dy or Tin.  Our work points  out  the s t rong influence of the 
crysta l  electric field on the rare ear th to ta l  monaentum dynamics:  whereas the spin- 
la t t ice re laxat ion process below Tc is controlled by a two magnon mechanism for a 
weakly a.nisotropic magnet  (GdNi5), the phonons drive the re laxat ion for a s t rongly 
anisotropic magnet  such as ErNis. For TmNi5 a comparison is made between the 
f luctuat ion t ime measured by p.SR and 169Tm Mgssbauer spectroscopy. 

The R E N i s  intermetallics compounds where RE is a heavy rare earth 
ion are ferromagnets which crystallize with the CaCus  crystal structure.  
Their  static magnet ic  properties are now well understood.  They are con- 
trolled by the crystalline electric field (CEF) acting on the rare earth ions 
(the Ni contribution to magnet i sm is negligible). Their  dynamic magnet ic  
propert ies have practicMly not been investigated up to now. In this paper  
we show that ,  as expected [1], #SR relaxation measurements  are a valuable 
tool for the identification of the mechanisms responsible for the rare ear th 
moment  dynamics.  We will discuss in some details #SR data  recorded 
in the easy axis (c axis) ferromagnets GdNis  (Tc "~ 37 i f )  and E r N i s  
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(To "~ 9.2 K).  Because of lack of space we will only mention the results 
obtained for TmNis. The data. obtained for DgNi 5 are similar to those 
presented previously for TbNi.5. Preliminary work in GdNis, TbNis and 
ErNis have been presented elsewhere [2 - 4]. 

The measurements,have been performed either at the ~LSR spectrometer 
of the ISIS facility located at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL, 
UK) or at the General Purpose Spectrometer of the #SR. facility of the Paul 
Scherrer Institute (PSI, Switzerland). The ISIS data have been recorded 
from 340 K to 0.2 K with a longitudinal experimental set-up and have been 
analysed taking into account the two-pulse structure of the muon beam [5]. 
A sample is prepared using the following method: a single crystal of about 
1 crn a grown by the Czochralski technique is cut by spark erosion and the 
pieces are glued on a silver plate. The sample is then a mosaic of single 
crystals of about 8 cm 2. We have used GdNis, DyNi. S and TmNis  samples 
with the c axis perpendicular to the sample plane and two ErNis samples 
with the c axis either parallel or perpendicular to the sample plane. Thanks 
to the PSI spin rotator, we have been able to perform measurements with 
the initial muon beam polarisation either parallel or perpendicular to the c 
axis using only one sample. With this trick we have checked that the FLSR 
damping rate recorded on the two ErNi.5 samples is the same for identical 
experimental geometry. The samples have been grown a.t the university of 
Amsterdam. Most of them have been also cut in Amterdam, the others in 
Leiden. 

We first present our GdNis data. This compound has a weak magnetic 
anisotropy which is probably only due to the dipolar interaction between the 
Gd a+ magnetic molnents. At PSI we have recorded a spectrum in the ferro- 
magnetic phase at 3.3 K with the initial bearn polarisation perpendicular to 
the c axis. We see two fi'equencies. We denote respectively ai, Ai and ui the 
initial asymmetry, exponential damping rate and fi'equency for component 
i. A fit gives al = 0.098 (3), 11 = 5.:3 (2) MHz,  ul = 220.89 (3) M H z  and 
a2 = 0.061 (3), ,~2 = 4.2 (3) MHz,  u2 = 79.68 (4) MHz.  At ISIS we have 
recorded zero field spectra, with the initial muon beam polarisation parallel 
to the c axis. As the value of the initial asymmetry does not change when 
crossing the Curie temperature we deduce that the local magnetic field at 
the muon site is parallel to the c axis. The PSI data lead to the same 
conclusion. This result strongly suggests that the c axis is the easy axis. 
This conclusion is not consistent with reported magnetisation measurements 
[6] but agrees with XSSGd M6ssbauer data [7-9] .  This discrepancy is maybe 
explained by the fact that the ma.gnetisation measurements are done in an 
applied field which can modify the magnetic properties of the compound. 
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Fig. 1. Az(T) lneasured in zero field at. ISIS on GdNi.5. In the insert is displayed the 
low temperature part. 

Because we observe two frequencies, there are two loca.lization sites for the 
muon.  Symmet ry  arguments  tell us that  a crystallographic site gives only 
one magnet ic  site. In PrNis we note that  the muon  seems to be localized 
in only one site [10]. It is surprising that  the muon does not have the  same 
localiza.tion site(s) in compounds of a. given rare ear th series. Definitely 
more work is needed on the muon localization problem but  the  fact that  
we do not know the  mnon localization sites will not influence the  results of 
our data  analysis. The zero field depolarisation functions recorded with the 
initial beam polarisation and the c axis parallel are all well described by 
exponential  functions. In Fig. 1 we show kz(T) .  At high tempera ture  Az is 
t empera tu re  independent .  This is expected for a Heisenberg magnet  [11]. 
Az exhibits a. max imum near Tc due to the slowing down of the dynamics 
of the Gd a+ total moments .  We will not analyse these da ta  because the 
t empera ture  regulation was not precise enough. We note that  such a s tudy 
would yield information on the effect, of the dipola.r interaction on the spin 
f luctuations [12]. At sufficiently low temperature ,  T < Tc/2, kz(T) varies 

as T ~ In(T) which can be explained by a two magnon scattering process [12]. 
From the fit (see the insert of Fig. 1) we deduce that  the spin wave stiffness 
constant  is D = 4.2 (2) m e V -  ~ 2  The deduced D value is independent  of 
the muon site [12]. 

We report now out" ErNis data,. When the muon beam polarisation is 
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Fig. 2. Az(T) measured in zero field on ErNi5. The small discrepancy between the data 
at low T can be due to the fact that they have been recorded at two different laboratories. 

perpendicular  to the c axis, the spectra, are well described by a. single ex- 
ponential  component ,  the a.symmetry of which is tempera ture  independent .  
Below ~ 55 K the damping rate is too large to be measured.  We could 
not find a.ny signal below Tc = 9.2 h' .  When the muon beam is parallel to 
the c axis a single exponential  function describes the data  recorded above 
about  7 h' .  Below that  tempera ture  the signal is a sum of two compo- 
nents: an exponential  and a t ime independent  function. Below 12 K we 
observe a drop of the total initial asymrnetry by _~ 2.5 % compared to its 
high tempera ture  value. Note that  at this tempera ture  Az(T) is m a x i m u m  
(see Fig. 2). This complicated tempera ture  behaviour of the asymmet ry  
indicates that  the spin dynamics is quasi-static [12] and /o r  the possibility 
of more than one muon site. Fig. 2 shows that  the damping is strongly 
anisotropic even at T ,-, 20 To.. At these high tempera tures  this behaviour 
can be unders tood a.s an effect of the C, EF on the fluctuations induced by 
the spin-spin interaction [3]. At lower temperatures  (below ~,- 50 K)  the 
fluctuations are quasi-static as indicated by the 166Er Mgssbauer s tudy [13]. 
Again we a t t r ibute  this slow dynamics to the CEF. But  in this ca.se the re- 
laxation is probably induced by an indirect process between the two levels 
,f the I(ramers ground state doublet.  We now consider the data  for T < Tc 

which are, at present,  more amenable to a quanti tat ivo understanding.  The  
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Fig. 3. Compa.rison between r deduced from pSR and 169Tm. M6ssbauer data for 
TmN i.~ . 

%11 line is a fit to the following formula. 

,~z(T) = acoth  ( A / k B T )  + bT T, (1) 

where a = 0.15 M H z ,  ' ,5/kB >_5 K a.nd b = 1.1 H z .  K -7. This strong 
temperature dependence is a clear signature that the muon depolarisation 
is induced by the phonons [14], The physical picture is a.s follows. For T < 
To,, )~z is proport.iona.1 t,o the fluctuation ra.te of the E r  a+ tot, a! moments, 
The intera.ction between these moments is described in the molecular field 
approximation. In addition we take into a.ccount the CEF acting on the ions. 
Therefore, in this approxilna.tion, the ions are tree.ted independently.  Thus 
we can use well known Electron Paramagnetic Resonance results. The muon 
depola.risation is induced by the relaxation of the ions between their energy 
levels. This relaxation is produced hy the ma.gimtoelastic coupling described 
by an Hamiltonia.n which is the sum of terms consisting of products of 
strain operators by Stevens operators [14]. This coupling induces tra, nsitions 
between energy levels with Am = 1 and Am = 2, In our model the first 
and second terms of Eq. ( 1 ) describe respectively the rela.xation induced by 
one and two phonon processes. This interpretation is consistent with the 
known energy level diagrana [15]. 

In Fig. 3 we compa,re the correlation time r extracted from ~69Tm 
Mgssbauer [16] and pSR data for T > To.. For the IISR da.ta, we have used 
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the  "motional  narrowing" limit formula.  Because of the  uncer ta in ty  con- 
cerning the  muon site(s) and the  coupling of its spin to the  rare ea r th  total  
momenta ,  the comparison is made  for the  two directions of the  initial muon 
beam polarisat ion relative to the c axis. It is no tewor thy  that  the  MSssbauer 
and ILSR correlation t imes have the same t empera tu re  dependence  in their  
common t empera tu re  range. Note that  we have performed the  same type  
of comparison with the same success in the case of Y b N i . 5  [17]. 
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